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Trends in discovery of new drugs for tuberculosis
therapy

Giovanna Riccardi and Maria Rosalia Pasca

After the introduction of isoniazid and rifampicin, the second one discovered in the Lepetit Research Laboratories (Milan, Italy),

under the supervision of Professor Piero Sensi, tuberculosis (TB) was considered an illness of the past. Unfortunately, this

infectious disease is still a global health fear, due to the multidrug-resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis and extensively

circulating drug-resistant strains, as well as the unrecognized TB transmission, especially in regions with high HIV incidence.

In the last few years, new antitubercular molecules appeared on the horizon both in preclinical and clinical stage of evaluation.

In this review, we focus on a few of them and on their mechanism of action. Two new promising drug targets, DprE1 and

MmpL3, are also discussed.
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TUBERCULOSIS CONTINUES TO BE A SERIOUS GLOBAL

HEALTH PROBLEM

Tuberculosis (TB), an old disease considered tied to the past, started
again capturing the experts’ attention in the early 1990s for different
reasons, such as the HIV/AIDS pandemic and the appearance of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis drug-resistant strains.1

In 2011, about nine million people were affected by TB and 1.4
million died, mostly in Asia (60% of cases) and Africa (24%).2

Multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) is also a worrying public health
issue in Eastern Europe, where the reported prevalence of MDR-TB
ranges from 18 to 35% in new TB cases.3

Generally, TB therapy is based on the combination of four
drugs, rifampicin, isoniazid, ethambutol (EMB) and pyrazinamide
(PZA) for 2 months, followed by rifampicin and isoniazid for 4
months.4 Unfortunately, poor patient compliance, as well as
inadequate health care specialized structures, favored the selection
of MDR-TB that requires at least 20 months of treatment with
second line drugs (fluoroquinolones, amikacin, kanamycin and
capreomycin), that are more toxic and less efficient, with cure rates
in the range of 60–75%.5

MDR-TB are strains resistant to the most potent first-line drugs,
rifampicin and isoniazid. In 2012, 450 000 people developed MDR-TB
in the world. It is estimated that about 9.6% of these cases were
extensively-drug-resistant (XDR-TB), showing additional resistance to
at least one fluoroquinolone and one injectable drug (amikacin,
kanamycin or capreomycin).4,6 For patients affected by XDR-TB, the
therapeutic efficacy is quite limited.

Recently, a few reports have claimed about the emergence of ‘totally
drug-resistant TB’ with no chance of cure.7–9 However, there is a need
to come to an agreement on the definition of these strains primarily
in terms of severity.10

Therefore, new antitubercular drugs, as well as novel TB targets, are
urgently required to overcome the problem of drug resistance and to
finally eradicate TB.

FOUR PIONEER DRUGS

Pyridine-4-carboxy hydrazide (isonicotinyl hydrazide, INH,
Figure 1a) was at the same time discovered in 1952 by three different
pharmaceutical companies: Hoffmann LaRoche (Nutley, NJ, USA),
ER Squibb & Sons (Princeton, NJ, USA) and BAYER (leverkusen,
Germany). This molecule saved many human lives and was defined
‘magic drug’ by the media. After many decades, INH still continues to
be on the frontline in the battle against TB.11

It is widely accepted that INH is a prodrug that is activated by the
M. tuberculosis catalase-peroxidase KatG enzyme to form an adduct
with NAD. After that, this INH–NAD complex inhibits the NADH-
dependent enoyl-ACP reductase (encoded by inhA gene) of the fatty
acid synthase type II system, involved in mycolic acid biosynthesis.
This inhibition causes accumulation of long-chain fatty acids and cell
death.12 Presently, about 70–80% of INH resistance in M. tuberculosis
clinical isolates is attributed to mutations in the katG and inhA genes,
respectively.11

As prodrug, INH activity is greatly influenced by mutations in katG
gene; consequently, a reasonable way to bypass this mechanism of
resistance is designing drugs that target specifically InhA enzyme,
without KatG activation. In this context, triclosan has been shown to
specifically inhibit InhA. Unfortunately, its use as antitubercular was
not successful because of its sub-optimal bioavailability.13 Using a
structure-based drug design approach, a series of triclosan derivatives
was synthetized.14 It is noteworthy that these derivatives
demonstrated to be effective against M. tuberculosis INH-resistant
laboratory and clinical strains. The best inhibitor had an MIC of
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4.7mg ml�1, which represents a tenfold improvement compared with
the activity of triclosan, but clearly less potent than INH with an MIC
of 50 ng ml�1.14 Several scientists are searching for new
antituberculars targeting InhA, without KatG activation and
effective like INH. This is a difficult task as INH is very potent.
Indeed, recently, new InhA inhibitors were synthetized, but their
effectiveness was not as good as INH.15

In the last months, the pyridomycin, a natural compound
produced by Dactylosporangium fulvum with specific ‘cidal’ activity
against mycobacteria, was demonstrated to target InhA.16 Moreover,
biochemical and structural approaches showed that pyridomycin
inhibits InhA directly as a competitive inhibitor of the NADH-
binding site, without activation of KatG. Interestingly, many of
the M. tuberculosis INH-resistant clinical isolates are sensitive to
pyridomycin, strongly underlining the efficacy of this drug.16

PZA, an analog of nicotinamide, is a prodrug, requiring the
activation to pyrazinoic acid by the bacterial pyrazinamidase, coded
by pncA gene.17 Recently, RpsA was described as PZA cellular target.18

Infact, the overexpression of the wild-type RpsA conferred resistance
in M. tuberculosis. Moreover, some PZA-resistant M. tuberculosis
strains without pncA mutations showed mutations in rpsA. RpsA is
essential for translation and its C terminus is also involved in trans-
translation.19 This last process is dispensable during active growth
conditions, but it is also required for stress survival and pathogenesis
in some bacteria. When the activated form pyrazinoic acid binds to
RpsA, it prevents its binding to messenger RNA. PZA inhibition of
the trans-translation may consequently interfere with survival under
stressful, nonreplicating conditions in M. tuberculosis.

This behavior could explain how diverse stress conditions, such as
starvation, acid pH and hypoxia, can potentiate PZA activity.18,20–22

EMB is involved in the inhibition of the polymerization of
arabinogalactan, an important component of the mycobacterial cell
wall.23 EMB interferes with the utilization of the arabinose donor by
inhibiting either arabinosyl-transferase enzymatic activity or the
formation of an arabinose acceptor in mycobacteria.23 The embCAB
operon has been implicated in EMB resistance in M. tuberculosis.24

It is important to underline that EMB affects the same pathway
blocked by the new class of drugs, benzothiazinones, even if not at the
same metabolic step (see below).

The rifampicins are a group of antibacterial drugs which includes
several derivatives like rifampicin, rifapentine, rifabutin and rifalazil.
They target the beta RNA polymerase subunit, thus preventing
transcription; resistance in M. tuberculosis is generally mediated by
mutations mapping in an 81-bp region of the rpoB gene, encoding the
corresponding target.25

Rifampicin (Figure 1b) and isoniazid are the most widely used
first-line molecules for TB therapy in combination with other agents.
The introduction of rifampicin reduced the treatment of TB from 9 to
12 months to 6 months for active disease and from 9 to 3 months for
latent infection, a peculiarity of the pathogen to become dormant in
the host, in a nonreplicating condition.11 It is noteworthy that
rifampicins are among the few drugs that can kill nonreplicating
M. tuberculosis strains.

Rifampicin was developed in the Lepetit Research Laboratories
(Milan, Italy), under the supervision of Professor Piero Sensi, as part
of an extensive program of chemical modification of the rifamycins,
the natural metabolites of Amycolatopsis mediterranei.26

As rpoB is an essential gene and RNA polymerase a proven suitable
target for anti-TB and antibacterial therapy, it seems reasonable to
search for new RNA polymerase inhibitors that bind the same target,
but differently from the rifamycin binding site.27

In 1989 Professor Piero Sensi wrote: ‘In the last two decades, no
new major anti-TB drug has been developed. Although dramatic
improvements in chemotherapy for TB have been achieved through
careful studies of drug regimens, there is still a need for new agents
that are highly active. The antimycobacterial drugs used at present in
therapy for TB were obtained by either blind screening or chemical
modification of active compounds. Other approaches based on the
knowledge of the biochemistry of the mycobacterial cell should be
tried. Certain constituents of the cell, such as mycolic acids,
arabinogalactan, peptidoglycan and mycobactins, may represent
specific targets for new anti-TB drugs’.28

As outstanding scientist Professor P. Sensi understood what TB
scientists will realize later. It is not surprising that afterward many
new compounds have been described to inhibit specific steps of
mycolic acid or arabinogalactan biosynthesis.29

Even today, the scientists know very well that new TB drugs, as well
as novel drug targets, are necessary in order: (1) to reduce the
duration of therapy; (2) to be effective against MDR, XDR and
perhaps totally drug-resistant TB strains; (3) to be effective against
M. tuberculosis in its different physiological states including latent TB;
(4) to show no antagonism with other anti-TB agents, as the therapy
is based essentially on three different drugs; (5) to be compatible with
anti-HIV therapy, as among the nine million TB patients around the
world, 11–13% are HIV positive.

TRENDS IN DISCOVERY OF NEW TB DRUGS

After a long period of inactivity, the last few years have seen an
increase in the number of new anti-TB drugs in the pipeline. As it can
be seen in Figure 2, now there are an adequate number of drug
candidates in Phase II and Phase III clinical trials as well as in
preclinical development and in the stage of lead optimization.
However, there is a worrying gap within Phase I that needs to be
filled to have a constant delivery of molecules in case of failure of
advanced drug candidates.30

Many molecules under clinical evaluation, such as fluoroquino-
lones, were developed to treat other infectious diseases and have now

Figure 1 Chemical structure of Isoniazid (a) and Rifampicin (b).
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been repurposed for TB treatment, while other drugs were specifically
discovered for TB treatment with activity against MDR and XDR-TB
strains.

In this mini-review, we will focus only on a few new drugs that are
in different stages of development as well as on a few ‘hot’ TB targets.
Several comprehensive and updated reviews on this topic are
available.30–32

Bedaquiline, a diarylquinoline, was approved by the FDA (Food
and Drug Administration) in December 2012 as part of the
combination therapy for the treatment of adult patients affected by
MDR-TB and it is now in phase II of clinical development (Figure 2).
It can be considered the first drug approved by FDA for TB in the last
40 years.33 The diarylquinoline came out from a phenotypic screening
of chemical molecules against mycobacterial growth, while the
corresponding target was identified through whole-genome
sequencing of M. tuberculosis and M. smegmatis spontaneous
mutants resistant to the compound. These mutants showed
missense mutations in the atpE gene, encoding the c subunit of
ATP synthase, thus interfering with the energy production.34

The mechanism of action of bedaquiline is peculiar and constitutes
an alternative approach to current antimycobacterial killing, by
inhibiting ATP synthase; it is effective against both replicating and
dormant M. tuberculosis strains. It is well-known that pulmonary
lesions can contain both types of populations, which are difficult to
eliminate with conventional antitubercular drugs, thus favoring the
development of resistance.35

It has been published that the human mitochondrial ATP synthase
is 20 000fold less sensitive to diarylquinoline than the mycobacterial
one, thus validating it as an important drug target, despite the fact
that ATP synthase is highly conserved between Prokarya and
Eukarya.36

Although bedaquiline has been linked to an increased risk of
inexplicable mortality and QT prolongation, it represents a great
addition for the treatment of MDR- and XDR-TB strains, especially in
areas of the world where TB is endemic.37

Two new nitroimidazoles, PA-824 and OPC67683 (renamed
delamanid), are in Phase II and Phase III clinical development,
respectively (Figure 2). They are both pro-drugs whose activation
depends on a F420-deazaflavin-dependent nitroreductase (Ddn)
present in M. tuberculosis. The active form of PA-824 is the
corresponding des-nitroimidazole molecule, which generates
reactive nitrogen species like nitric oxide.38 The respiratory
poisoning through nitric oxide release appears to be crucial for its
anaerobic activity.39

PA-824 is active against both replicating and dormant mycobacteria
and preclinical and clinical investigations, suggesting that it may
contribute in the shortening of TB duration therapy.40

The mechanism of action of delamanid is to inhibit mycolic acid
biosynthesis and has been linked to an increase in sputum-culture
conversion among patients affected by MDR-TB.41 Moreover, it
showed efficacy with acceptable toxicity as part of a MDR-TB
regimen.42

Rifapentine is a semisynthetic cyclopentyl rifamycin derivative; it
binds the b-subunit of RNA polymerase, like the rifampicin.43

Rifapentine is more effective against M. tuberculosis, both in vitro
and in vivo and the MIC ranges from 0.02 to 0.06mg ml�1.44 As
expected, there is cross-resistance between rifamycin and rifapentine.

In 1998, the US FDA approved rifapentine (10 mg kg�1) for oral
administration once or twice weekly for both active and latent TB
treatment. Regarding the latent TB, the use of rifapentine plus
isoniazid for 3 months (once-weekly regimen) is supported by good
clinical evidence. Unfortunately, the results are quite different for the
treatment of active TB, where the rifapentine is approved by the FDA
at 600 mg dose orally, twice weekly during the intensive phase of TB
treatment (2 months), then once weekly during the continuation
phase (4 months).45

Recent animal studies suggested that more frequent administration
might cure active and latent TB in 3 months or less, but these results
were not reproducible in human trials. Moreover, in animal sper-
imentation, the inhaled administration seemed to improve the
antitubercular activity in the lung, but clinical data are not yet
available.44

SQ109, a 1,2-ethylenediamine {N0-(2-adamantyl)-N-[(2E)-3,7-
dimethylocta-2,6-dienyl]ethane-1,2-diamine} is in Phase II clinical
trials (Figure 2). SQ109 is active against M. tuberculosis, sensitive,
MDR- and XDR-TB clinical strains.46,47 It was found from a 63 238
chemical library, which was designed around the active 1,2-
ethylenediamine pharmacophore of EMB, one of the first-line anti-
TB drugs, hoping to find an EMB-like compound with better MIC
and toxicity values. Surprisingly, the chemical structures of EMB and
SQ109 are very different, as well as their mechanism of action.

SQ109 targets MmpL3, an essential membrane transporter belong-
ing to the resistance, nodulation and division (RND) family, whose
role in mycobacteria is to transport the trehalose monomycolate into
the envelope thus inhibiting mycolic acid biosynthesis.48 MmpL3 has
another essential function in M. tuberculosis that needs to acquire iron
for its survival, being involved, together Rv0203 and MmpL11, in
mycobacterial heme uptake.48

Figure 2 Current global drug pipeline (modified by www.newtbdrugs.org). FQ, fluoroquinolone; BTZ, benzothiazinone; NI, nitroimidazole; OX, oxazolidinone;

DQ, diarylquinoline; R, rifamycin.
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MmpL3 is considered one of the most hot targets because several
other compounds, under preliminary investigation, have also been
reported to inhibit it, like the adamantyl urea derivative AU1235, the
pyrrole derivative BM212, the C215 (N-(2,4-dichlorobenzyl)-1-pro-
pyl-1H-benzo[d]imidazol-5-amine) and the indoleamides.49–52

As MmpL proteins belong to RND family, which includes several
efflux transporters able to extrude out of the bacterial cell many
substrates such as antibiotics, dyes and detergents,53 we may not
exclude the fact that MmpL3 acts through an efflux mechanism with
the above cited drugs. However, it has been shown that the BM212
activity against mycobacteria was not influenced by the presence of
efflux inhibitors like reserpine and verapamil,50 suggesting that
MmpL3 may represent the true target of this compound. Further, it
has been recently reported that a BM212 analog displays good efficacy
in acute murine model of TB infection.54

Interestingly, all the M. tuberculosis spontaneous mutants resistant
to the MmpL3 inhibitors show mutations that are mapped in
different positions along the mmpL3 gene, unlike other drugs where
the resistant mutants display mutations in the same codon. Most
probably, structural studies could help to understand how MmpL3
binds these different inhibitors.

As foreseen by Piero Sensi,28 mycolic acids are one of the most
important components of the mycobacterial envelope; many key
enzymes are involved in this biosynthetic pathway, and most of them
have been shown to be potential, excellent drug targets.29 In this
context MmpL3 appears as a ‘hot TB target’.

Another hot TB target is the M. tuberculosis DprE1 enzyme that is a
decaprenylphosphoryl-beta-D-ribose 2-epimerase, an essential enzyme
involved, together DprE2, in the formation of the decaprenyl-
phospho-arabinose, a precursor for the synthesis of the cell-wall
arabinans.55,56 The Benzothiazinones (BTZs) were the first drugs
discovered to target this enzyme.57 All M. tuberculosis BTZ-resistant
mutants present a point mutation in a cysteine residue of DprE1
(Cys387).57 The BTZs have a nitro group and are characterized by a
covalent bond with the target.58 In particular, the nitro group of the
drug is converted to a nitroso group by DprE1 itself.58 The nitroso
form of BTZ is then able to covalently bind the Cys387, causing the
DprE1 inhibition.58

In a first evaluation for the clinical use of BTZs, 240
M. tuberculosis-sensitive and drug-resistant strains turned out to be
sensitive to this drug.59 Moreover, the synergism of BTZs with other
antitubercular drugs, such as rifampicin, isoniazid, EMB, bedaquiline,
PA-824, moxifloxacin, meropenem with or without clavulanate and
SQ109 was investigated. The better synergism was found with
bedaquiline, suggesting a possible good combination therapy.60

A new series of piperazine-containing benzothiazinones (PBTZ)
more potent, safer and efficient in zebrafish and mouse models of TB
have been recently published.61 One of them, PBTZ169, is in the last
phase of preclinical trials (Figure 2). PBTZ169 binds covalently to
DprE1 like BTZs. Combination of PBTZ169 with other drugs was
studied. PBTZ169 showed additive activity against M. tuberculosis
in vitro except with bedaquiline where synergy was observed. A new
combination with PBTZ169, bedaquiline and PZA was demonstrated
to be more effective than the standard three drug treatment in a
murine model of TB.61

In the last four years several new DprE1 inhibitors with the same
mechanism of action of BTZs were discovered like dinitrobenzamides,
nitroquinoxalines and the 377790 triazole molecule.51,62–63

Recently, new antitubercular compounds targeting DprE1 in a
different way were published: TCA1 compound, the azaindoles and
other molecules are under investigation.64–65 Interestingly, these

compounds do not possess the active nitro moiety and the binding
with the target is mediated by non-covalent interactions. The
availability of crystal structures of DprE1 in combination with some
inhibitors,58,64,66 as well as the preclinical studies, could help us
understand the precise mechanism of action of these DpE1 inhibitors
and choose the better one(s) for clinical development.

SUMMARY THOUGHTS

In these last few years a significant number of new antitubercular
drugs entered preclinical and clinical trials and for most of them the
mechanism of action is known.

Drug discovery research is a complex, lengthy and expensive
process. Many aspects have to be faced; first, the effectiveness of a
compound in vitro, ex vivo and in vivo. Second, the synergy with the
other antituberculars already used in therapy. Last but not least, the
availability of specific grants for this research.

Recently, FDA allowed the use of bedaquiline for the treatment of
pulmonary TB in adults affected by MDR-TB strains; after several
decades finally a new compound has been introduced.33 However, this
must not stop TB drug discovery research because although some new
anti-TB molecules are available, others are needed to face the
increasing problem of drug resistance. Moreover, the only available
vaccine is the ‘old’ BCG, even if some new ones are in clinical trials.67

Consequently, the spreading of M. tuberculosis MDR, XDR and TDR
strains is too dangerous for public health and, presently, stopping the
TB diffusion with an efficient therapy is the most attainable.

It is noteworthy that several new TB compounds have two
common targets: DprE1 and MmpL3. Both enzymes are essential
for cell-wall biosynthesis, thus confirming the importance of this
pathway in killing of the pathogen. This finding is in agreement with
Sensi’s thought few decades ago that the route to fight TB is to block
the cell-wall formation.
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